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CohnReznick Named to List of Most
Innovative Companies in Specialty
Finance
This is the third year the publication has produced their list which celebrates 30
companies based on �ve “innovator categories” to distinguish how each ...

Aug. 15, 2022

CohnReznick LLP, one of the leading advisory, assurance, and tax �rms in the United
States, today announced that it has been named to the ABF Journal’s Most Innovative
Companies in Specialty Finance list for the second consecutive year. 
 
This is the third year the publication has produced their list which celebrates 30
companies based on �ve “innovator categories” to distinguish how each company is
standing out from the competition. CohnReznick is included in the Current category
which is de�ned as “a company setting the tone for the present state of the industry
through its innovation.” 
 
“At CohnReznick, innovation infuses every purposeful and intentional action we
take. When we focus on enhancing the digital and data literacy of our talent, we
equip them with the tools necessary to help our clients exceed their business goals
and objectives,” said Tama Huang, Chief Innovation Of�cer, CohnReznick.
“Embracing automation allows us to align our human capital with the velocity of
advancements in emerging technologies.” “Technology-focused solutions are central
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to the various ways we are advising clients in areas such as performance
improvement, turnaround management, operational restructuring, organizational
redesign, process re-engineering, and more,” notes Cynthia Romano, CohnReznick
Global Director, Performance Improvement and Restructuring. “As business
challenges become increasingly complex, innovation takes on a much more
important role in helping to resolve these challenges. We are proud that our strong
commitment to innovation has been recognized by ABF Journal.” 
 
Launched in 2002, ABF Journal is a leading independent trade �nance publication
focused exclusively on the asset-based lending, factoring, commercial �nance, and
turnaround management industries. 
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